Abstract—Architecture smells represent violations of best practices recommended for software architecture that adversely impact various quality attributes of a software system. Though architecture quality is considered very important by the software engineering community, architecture refactoring, given involved high risk and effort, is often avoided by software development teams. In this paper, we empirically explore the properties of architecture smells in the context of the Pareto principle. We investigate the degree of adherence of architecture smell occurrences to the Pareto principle and explore the influence of other related factors i.e., programming language and size of the repositories. To this end, we analyzed 750 Java and 361 C# repositories containing more than 50 million lines of code to detect seven kinds of architecture smells. We found that approximately 45% of the Java repositories follow the Pareto principle. Moreover, C# repositories show significantly higher adherence (66%) to the principle than the repositories written in Java. Our results indicate that the size of the repositories shows a low negative correlation with the Pareto categories. The results imply that software development teams can figure out a few vital components suffering from architecture smells by carrying out the Pareto analysis. It will allow them to optimize their efforts towards making their software architecture quality better.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The metaphor of code smells refers to the software quality issues impairing the maintainability of a software system [1], [2]. Architecture smells are quality issues at architecture granularity affecting software quality adversely [3], [4]. Software architecture is a blueprint of a software system representing the critical design decisions with system-wide impact [5]. Many studies [6]–[9] in this domain have established that smells negatively impact software architecture. However, given their wide scope and side-effects, architecture smells require considerable effort to refactor; that, in turn, discourage software developers from carrying out architecture refactorings [8], [10].

Software engineering researchers have proposed mechanisms to prioritize code smells [11], [12] based on factors such as severity and change patterns. Though these code smells prioritization techniques could be extended to architecture smells to some extent, these techniques do not fulfill the unique requirements posed by architecture smells. One such requirement is identifying the smallest possible number of architectural components that can be changed for a refactoring exercise in such a way that it fixes as many as possible architecture smells. This is desired because architecture smell refactoring, by definition, changes one or more components and impacts, by ripple changes, a set of components. By keeping the number of components requiring changes due to architecture refactoring limited, ripple effect of the refactoring exercise and the associated refactoring effort is optimized. This optimization is a result of the fact that some refactorings are not required to be carried out as they are not applicable or redundant after applying a subset of refactorings [13].

The Pareto principle or the 80:20 rule is attributed to the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto who observed that 80% of the land in Italy is owned by 20% of the population [14]. The principle exhibits that a task on a set of artifacts can be optimized by performing the task on a subset of artifacts in an attempt to reduce the effort to 20% of its original value and yet achieve as high as 80% of the output. The principle carries a significant influence on understanding the cause and attaining the efficacy in fixing the effects. Hence, the principle has been studied in various domains, including economics [15], law [16], and social sciences [17]. Software engineering researchers have also explored the applicability of the principle on topics including defect analysis [18], [19] and investigations of contributions to open-source projects [20], [21]. In the context of code smells, a study by Malhotra et al. [22] shows that refactoring 10% of the total classes may lead to code smells reduction up to 47%.

In this study, we empirically explore the properties of architecture smells in the context of the Pareto principle. We not only investigate the degree of adherence of architecture smell occurrences to the Pareto principle, but we also explore the influence of other related factors, i.e., programming language and the size of the repositories. Though researchers have studied various aspects of architecture smells recently [8], [23]–[26], to the best of our knowledge, the Pareto characteristic of architecture smells has not been studied yet. Studying this phenomenon in architecture smells could lead us to many insights. A high degree of adherence to the principle would mean that a software development team could optimize their refactoring efforts focusing on a vital few components and attain maximum benefits for the effort. Researchers may utilize the insights from the study to better focus on architecture smells of a few critical components resulting in an optimized order of refactorings.
We explore three research questions in the study. We downloaded a large number of C# and Java repositories from GitHub. We analyzed all the downloaded repositories using Designite and DesigniteJava to detect architecture smells. We provide the answers to the research questions by analyzing the identified smells from all the considered repositories.

**A. Research Questions**

**RQ1. Do architecture smells follow the Pareto principle?**
This question investigates the degree of adherence of architecture smells to the Pareto principle by analyzing a large set of open-source repositories. This exploration aims to explore the interesting attribute associated with architecture smells and could lead to optimizing architecture refactoring efforts.

**RQ2. Do different programming languages exhibit the phenomenon differently?**
In this research question, we compare the occurrence of the phenomenon in programs written in Java and C# programming languages. This experiment will allow us to understand the role of programming languages in the adherence of architecture smells to the Pareto principle.

**RQ3. Does the size of the repositories influence the adherence to the Pareto principle?**
We investigate whether the size of the repositories influences the adherence to the Pareto characteristic. It will enable us to better understand the phenomenon and the architecture smells.

**B. Subject Systems**

We used RepoReapers [31] to select the subject systems. RepoReapers analyzes GitHub repositories and provides their quality characteristics based on eight dimensions (architecture, continuous integration, unit testing, community, documentation, history, issues, and license). RepoReapers assigns a score corresponding to each dimension. We selected all the repositories containing either Java or C# code where at least seven out of eight RepoReapers’ dimensions have a greater than zero score. We selected repositories tagged with more than 10 stars and with at least 1,000 lines of code. We used the same criteria for both the programming languages and downloaded 1,721 Java and 468 C# repositories. We used DesigniteJava [32] and Designite [33] for analyzing Java and C# repositories respectively. DesigniteJava requires compiled .class files along with source code files to identify smells correctly and hence we first compiled the subject systems. We checked for the usage of one of the three commonly used build systems for Java, i.e., Maven, Gradle, and Ant and triggered the corresponding command to compile the project automatically. We could not analyze some of the repositories due to either missing external dependencies, custom build mechanisms (i.e., missing standard C# project files), or build mechanism other than the ones considered in this study. We discarded test and sample components to keep the focus of the analysis on the production code. Furthermore, we removed projects for which the total number of lines of code is less than 1,000 after removing test and sample components. At the end, we successfully analyzed and retained 750 Java and 361 C# repositories.

**C. Architecture Smells and Tool Support**
Table I provides a brief description of architecture smells considered in this study. Sharma et al. [24] provide a detailed description of the smells and their corresponding detection mechanisms. We used DesigniteJava [32] and Designite [33] to identify architecture smells in the subject systems. Both the software design quality assessment tools support detection of the architecture smells apart from supporting detection of a wide range of design and implementation smells. A detailed validation of the tools can be found in Sharma et al. [24]. Both the tools implement the same mechanism to detect the smells1. The tools have been used in various related studies [24], [34], [35]. An architecture component is referred to a namespace (C#) or a package (Java); in case of nesting, we consider only the terminal (most deeply nested) components. We used Academic licenses of the tools for this study.

**D. Reproduction package**
We have made available all the data and scripts online [36] to facilitate reproducibility. We encourage the reader to explore, utilize, and extend the provided data, scripts, and experiments.

**III. Results**

**A. RQ1. Do architecture smells follow the Pareto principle?**

1) **Approach:** We consider all the subject systems written in Java among the selected repositories and detect architecture smells using DesigniteJava. We prepare a list of all the components (i.e., packages in Java) for all the repositories and note all the architecture smells that were reported in each component. Subsequently, we carry out the Pareto analysis, i.e., we find whether 20% of the components with the highest numbers of architecture smells account for 80% of the total architecture smells.
It is relevant to mention that segregating architecture smells based on the components where they occur is a non-trivial task because the scope of each of the architecture smell is not the same. For instance, the scope of a god component smell instance is limited to the component where it gets reported, and hence changes in only that component are required to refactor the smell. However, the scope of a scattered functionality smell instance spans multiple components and it requires refactoring in two or more components to remove the smell. Similarly, the scope of cyclic dependency and dense structure smells is also not limited to a component.

To factor-in the varying scope, we carry out a deeper analysis. We analyze the cause—reported by the smell detection tool—of three architecture smells where the scope is not limited to a single component and extract other components that participate in the smell to assign them the identified smell. For example, if an instance of scattered functionality is reported in component A where two components B and C implement the same architectural concern then we assign this smell not only to component A but also to component B and C. Similarly, when an instance of dense structure is encountered, we assign this smell to all causing components. However, cyclic dependency smell has a unique characteristic. Though there could be multiple components participating in an instance but refactoring one component makes the smell disappear. Thus, despite we assign a cyclic dependency instance to all the components participating in the cycle but upon the first inclusion of the component in the Pareto analysis for a smell instance, we remove the smell from other components belonging to the same cycle. This mechanism helps us carry out the Pareto analysis respecting the semantics of the smells.

2) Results: Figure 1 shows the result of the Pareto analysis. We not only analyze the detected architecture smells data for the traditional 20:80 Pareto category but also for other categories to observe the smell occurring pattern. In the figure, a Pareto category X→Y refers to X% components having at least Y% of architecture smells.

Our results show that 45.7% of the considered Java repositories follow the Pareto principle i.e., the top 20% of the components have 80% of the architecture smells. We observe that at one extreme, along the expected lines, approximately 10% repositories belong to the 10–90 category i.e., 10% of the components have 90% of the architecture smells in these repositories. On the other hand, category 60-40 covers all the considered repositories.

3) Implications: This result implies that a large number of Java repositories can be refactored from the architecture perspective by modifying a relatively small number of packages to eliminate a relatively large portion of architecture smells. A development team can explore the Pareto category of their project and figure out the vital few components suffering from architecture smells. It will allow them to optimize their efforts towards making their software architecture quality better.

B. RQ2. Do different programming languages exhibit the phenomenon differently?

1) Approach: We extend the analysis step of RQ1 to a new set of repositories written in C#. Similar to Java repositories, we analyze all the considered C# repositories using Designite and compile a list of all the components (i.e., namespaces in C#) along with their corresponding individual types of architecture smells. We perform the Pareto analysis considering data from both the programming languages and identify different Pareto categories. We use the same method to segregate architecture smells based on the C# components as illustrated in RQ1 for Java repositories. We carry out Mann-Whitney U test to investigate the degree of similarity between categories obtained from both kinds of repositories. For the test, the Pareto categories are the groups where the dependent variable is the Pareto category (ordinal) and the independent variable is the programming language (with two groups C# and Java).
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Fig. 1. Results of Pareto analysis for Java repositories

Fig. 2. Comparison of the Pareto analysis between Java and C# repositories

2) Results: Figure 2 presents the comparison of the Pareto property between programs written in Java and C#. We observe a significant difference between the sets of programs. Approximately, every two out of three C# repositories (65.9%) adhere to the Pareto principle compared to 45.7% Java repositories. We obtained $W = 102,210$ (p-value = 3.646e $-12$) from the Mann-Whitney U test that indicates that the Pareto categories of the repositories representing both the programming languages are significantly different. This result leads to the insight that architecture smells tend to congregate around a few components in C# repositories compared to the Java repositories.
3) Implications: The results imply that refactoring efforts in C# repositories, in general, may tend to concentrate on fewer components than Java repositories for a similar number of architecture smells.

C. RQ3: Does the size of the repositories influence the adherence to the Pareto principle?

1) Approach: We carry out a Spearman correlation analysis between LOC of the analyzed subject systems and the assigned Pareto category. We assign an ordinal value to each Pareto category to carry out Spearman correlation analysis. We assign the closest Pareto category that the repository satisfy. We also examine the influence of the size on the Pareto categories by visually analyzing the results.

2) Results: Figure 3 shows a boxplot to observe the Pareto characteristic against the size of the repositories. We observe that the Pareto categories 10–90 and 20–80 tend to have larger repositories than the rest of the categories. Specifically, the median LOC of the first two categories combined is 17,241 and 11,689 for Java and C# repositories respectively compared to 11,126 and 9,225 for all the categories combined.
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We obtain Spearman correlation coefficient $\rho = -0.26$ (p-value $< 2.2e-16$) between Pareto category and LOC belonging to all the repositories. For individual datasets, C# repositories show $\rho = -0.29$ (p-value = $8.09e-09$) and Java repositories exhibit $\rho = -0.26$ (p-value = $1.78e-13$) as the value of the coefficient. The value of the coefficients indicate that LOC has low negative correlation with Pareto categories.

3) Implications: We observe a low negative correlation between Pareto categories and LOC of the repositories. The observation opens the opportunities for the research community to extend this exploration to better understand other factors that may show higher influence on the phenomenon.

IV. RELATED WORK

Diverse efforts have been made to offer consolidated lists of definitions [3], [29], [37] as well as to detect architecture smells [26]. Some authors such as Martini et al. [8] and Le et al. [9] have studied the impact of architecture anomalies on software maintainability. Furthermore, the software engineering community has explored architectural technical debt i.e., non-optimal technical decisions concerning software architecture [38], [39] and its effect on various aspects belonging to software artifacts. Researchers have proposed a mechanism to prioritize code smells [11], [12] using various aspects and strategies. Specifically for architecture smells, there have been some attempts to propose strategies for prioritizing architecture smells and architectural technical debt [8], [40].

The software engineering community has observed the applicability of the Pareto Principle to various software engineering aspects. Iqbal and Rizwan [41] observed that 20% of the initially listed tasks in the waterfall model yield 80% of the results during the software development process. Yamashta et al. [21] and Mockus et al. [20] discuss the power-law characteristics of the contributions by software developers in open-source software systems. Furthermore, researchers [18], [19] have studied the distribution of defects in software systems and the applicability of the Pareto principle. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical study that investigates the degree of adherence of architecture smells to the Pareto principle by analyzing a large number of programs written in two major programming languages.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct validity measures the degree to which tools and metrics measure the properties they are supposed to measure. Using two separate tools to detect smells and compare the results may pose a threat to validity. To mitigate it, we ensured from the developer of the tools that both the tools use exactly the same mechanism, metrics, and thresholds to detect architecture smells. While processing cyclic dependency smell instances, the order of inclusion of a component may influence the distribution of smells; however, the overall results will not change. External validity concerns generalizability and repeatability of the produced results. To encourage the replication and building over this work, we have made all the scripts, and data available online [36]. Internal validity refers to the validity of the research findings. In the context of our investigation, we assume that both programming languages are similar by paradigm and language structure and hence comparable. It would be interesting to investigate the observed phenomenon on programs written in programming languages belonging to different paradigms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this empirical investigation, we explored the degree of applicability of the Pareto principle on architecture smells. We found that 45.7% of the Java repositories follow the Pareto principle. Our results also reveal that C# programs show a significantly higher degree of adherence to the Pareto principle compared to Java programs. Our exploration shows that LOC of the repositories has a low negative correlation with Pareto categories. In the future, we would like to extend the scope of the study to other programming languages. Also, we are interested in exploring the degree of influence other factors (such as program properties and metrics) on the applicability of the principle.